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Descriptive Summary

Title: Screenplay Collection

Dates: 1930 - 1989

Collection Number: APC-2018-07

Creator/Collector:

Extent: 30 boxes

Online items available [http://archives.fullerton.edu/repositories/5/resources/90](http://archives.fullerton.edu/repositories/5/resources/90)

Repository: California State University, Fullerton. University Archives and Special Collections

Fullerton, California 92834-4150

Abstract: The Screenplay Collection consists of film, television, and teleplay scripts.

Language of Material: English

Access

The collection is open for research.

Preferred Citation

Screenplay Collection. California State University, Fullerton. University Archives and Special Collections

Scope and Content of Collection

The Screenplay Collection was donated to University Archives and Special Collections from the Department of American Studies. The collection consists of film, television, and teleplay scripts. Materials also include radio transcripts, plays, press kits, and production files.

Indexing Terms

Motion picture plays
Radio and television plays
Television plays
Television plays, American
Television programs
Television scripts
Treatments (Motion pictures, television, etc.)
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